[Non stacking binding of 7-amino-actinomycin D and actinomycin D to DNA and model nucleotide systems in solutions].
Mechanism of actinomycin D (AMD) and 7-aminoactinomycin D (7AAMD) interaction with DNA and model nucleotide compounds was studied by absorption and fluorescence spectroscopy (steady-state, phase-modulation, and polarization). It was shown that complex formation does not result in energy transfer from photoexcited nucleotides to phenoxazone chromophore of 7AAMD that indicates the absence of stacking-like intercalation. This fact is fundamentally important to explain the biological effect of actinomycin on cells. It was revealed a fundamental difference in the complex-forming properties of AMD and 7AAMD. Thus AMD is capable of binding to guanine micelles to destroy them. 7AAMD forms complexes neither guanine micelles nor polyguanilic acid. 7AAMD binding sites on DNA can differ substantially from AMD binding sites. However, a strong competition is observed between AMD and 7AAMD for binding site in oligonucleotide HP1 used as DNA hairpin model. The efficient diameters of 7AAMD-HP1 complex and free 7AAMD were determined using the Levshin-Perren equation.